Abstract-Natural movements and force feedback are important elements in using teleoperated equipment if complex and speedy manipulation tasks are to be accomplished in remote and/or hazardous environments, such as hot cells, glove boxes, decommissioning, explosive disarmament, and space to name a few. In order to achieve this end the research presented in this paper has developed an admittance-type exoskeleton like multifingered haptic hand user interface that secures the user's palm and provides 3-dimensional force feedback to the user's fingertips. Atypical to conventional haptic hand user interfaces that limit themselves to integrating the human hand's characteristics just into the system's mechanical design, this system also perpetuates that inspiration into the designed user interface's controller. This is achieved by manifesting the property differences of manipulation and grasping activities as they pertain to the resilient human hand into a nonlinear master-slave force relationship. The results presented in this paper show that the admittance-type system has sufficient bandwidth such that it appears nearly transparent to the user when in free motion. Also, when executing a manipulation or grasping task, increased performance is achieved using the nonlinear force relationship compared to the traditional linear scaling techniques implemented in the vast majority of systems.
INTRODUCTION
Teleoperation systems have been utilized extensively to handle objects in remote and/or hazardous environments with the most utilized design being patented in 1949 [1] . Some of the more recent, widely reported events where teleoperation systems have been used include reconnaissance in Japan's Fukishima nuclear power plant and explosive disarmament in Iraq and Afghanistan. Although these robots have been an invaluable resource in these applications they also have further displayed some of their shortcomings.
A particular shortcoming includes their overly simple end-effector, whose lack of resiliency in design, feedback, and control even makes the act of operating a door knob, a task the human hand accomplishes with relative ease, difficult. In response to this circumstance this research is developing a haptic robotic hand capable of effectively operating in hazardous environments and a corresponding haptic hand user interface.
Although implementation of haptic robotic hands in hazardous environments has been limited, primarily due to difficulties associated with maintenance and the radiation intolerance of many electronics, the field of haptic hand user interfaces (HHUIs) that would control such a device has been extensively studied. The HHUIs that have been developed vary greatly in their interaction method with the human hand (e.g. thimbles, gloves, sensing surfaces), implemented actuators (e.g. DC motors, Shape memory alloys, ultrasonic, hydraulic), and kinematic structures (e.g. linkages, direct drive, gear driven, cable driven). However, a HHUI that has sufficient degrees of freedom (DOF) and bandwidth to accommodate dexterous/quick manipulation tasks AND sufficient strength to appropriately complement grasping tasks has not been found in the literature. This can be attributed to the difficulty associated with integrating the large number of sufficiently strong/quick actuators needed to complement all of the user's DOFs into the compact workspace around the user's hand and allow full movement of the hand and wrist.
In general, HHUIs and general haptic devices consist of two types of structures, these include impedance-type [3] and admittance-type [2] [5] . The impedance-type devices, which are much more predominant, implement backdrivable actuators and position sensing to communicate a force back to the user (impedance control [9] ). Their predominance is due to their reduced cost and simplicity at a consequence of a bulkier form and generally smaller force generating capacities. The admittance-type devices can be much more compact with the same strength capacities as that of impedance-type devices due to their geared or otherwise nonlinear strong actuators. However, these devices are difficult to backdrive and require force sensors as inputs to control the device's position/velocity (admittance control [5] ), or force (force control [2] [6] [7] [8]). Although both structures have been implemented in HHUIs, each one has had to develop various methods for accounting for the associated shortcomings.
Despite the type of haptic structure, the literature has shown that only linear relationships have been applied between the virtual/robotic forces and the desired master forces. The issue with this widely used technique when it comes to HHUIs is that it does not optimally consider the characteristic differences between manipulation and grasping tasks. The research presented in [14] applied a nonlinear slave-master force profile relationship (Figure 1 ) to an impedance-type device to appropriately account for these differences based on the increased task complexity, task frequency, muscle dominance, user fatigue, the humans ability to sense just noticeable force differences, and the associated brain activity during manipulation tasks compared to grasping tasks. The profile can also be viewed from a resiliency aspect.
Taking such a vantage point it is understood that manipulation tasks require numerous degrees of freedom and slipping/rolling motions between the fingers and within the palm to accommodate and dexterously maneuver objects of various weight, shape, and size. This argues that the manipulation tasks are very resilient with respect to these object parameters, however, minor force perturbations beyond the anticipated gravitational influence can cause the object to significantly move in undesired ways. Alternatively, grasping tasks are much more resilient to unanticipated applied forces and transcend through a manipulation task to accommodate the object parameters.
As previously stated, generally HHUIs either provide sufficient force feedback to communicate the quantity and magnitude of the forces associated with either manipulation or grasping but not both. The devices that have been developed to complement grasping include [3] and the ones that have been developed to complement manipulation include [5] . In response to this limitation in the HHUI state-of-the-art, this research has developed an HHUI that has sufficient workspace, speed, and force to apply the developed nonlinear force profile and execute intuitive/transparent teleoperation manipulation and grasping tasks. The novelty associated with this research is that, unlike the linear relationship imposed in conventional systems which essentially treats manipulation and grasping tasks the same, the proposed system is tailored to the physical properties and resiliency of the hand in executing various tasks. Consequently, performance is enhanced and device size can be reduced for devices which the nonlinear profile is applied.
The proposed strategy can also be ubiquitously applied to any other haptic system (impedance-type or admittance-type) to appropriately relate the dynamic conditions of an environment with the human's ability to perceive the forces. By emphasizing the portions where human intuition is most impaired by conventional scaling and reducing emphasis on those portions where it is not as significant promises to correlate activities such as operating a backhoe to dig a trench, flying a plane, etc.. The remainder of this paper will present the nonlinear master-slave force profile complementing the hand's R1/R2 characteristics (Section II), the developed HHUI capabilities (Section III), the generated force controller (Section IV), experiment (Section V), results (Section VI), and conclusions (Section VII).
II. NONLINEAR MASTER-SLAVE FORCE PROFILE
The applied nonlinear (NL) master-slave force profile is presented in Figure 1 . In the profile there are two distinctive portions of the force profile which correspond to manipulation force execution levels and grasping force execution levels. The division between these regions occurs at approximately 30% of the user's Maximum Voluntary Force (MVF). In general it has been established that the fingers/thumb can exert a MVF of 50N/100N respectively [11] [12] . The manipulation region consists of no-load hand positioning, rolling/slipping of the object in the hand, and light grasping tasks with the user's fingertips and distal phalanges (referred to herein as Region 1 (R1)) while the remainder of the force space primarily consists of robust grasping (referred to herein as Region 2 (R2)). The figure also includes a linear (L) profile that will be utilized in this study's experiments to represent the currently employed strategies.
In Figure 1 , (L) exhibits a 1:2.5 force relationship between the user interface and robot throughout the force space, and (NL) exhibits a 1:1 relationship in R1 and a 1:7 in R2 with a smooth transition for the robotic forces between 11N to 20N. The smooth transition was achieved using a third order polynomial that matches the location and slope of the R1 and R2 slopes at the ends of its 9N span. The equations for this profile will be presented in the force control section below with particular emphasis on the variable in the force control algorithm in which it is applicable.
III. DEVELOPED HAPTIC HAND USER INTERFACE CAPABILITIES TO COMPLEMENT NONLINEAR FORCE PROFILE
The Haptic User Interface's Finger (HUIF) developed in this research is of similar kinematic form as that of most industrial elbow manipulators [18] and the HIROIII [2] . That is to say, it essentially has a two DOF universal joint at its base and a DOF revolute joint, which is parallel to one of the universal joint's DOF, between its two links. This 3 active DOF structure enables 3 dimensional force feedback at the fingertip connection points. The fingertip connection is a spherical magnetic joint like the HIROIII device which allows free motion of the remaining 3 DOF needed to accommodate the finger's orientational differences. The controlled forces (Fx, Fy, Fz) and free torques (Tx, Ty, Tz) can be seen in Figure  2 . Due to proprietary considerations more particularities associated with the device will not shown here.
The developed HUIF is also an admittance-type of device and implements ATI's nano-17 force/torque sensors in its peripheral required for the employed force control. However, the HUIF developed by this research has considerably more fingertip force and speed generating capability than its closest HHUI counterpart (HIROIII), (23N vs. 3.6N and 0.45m/s vs. 0.2m/s). The enhanced capacities were integrated such that the device could move with the same speed capability as that of the human finger and accommodate the developed (NL) force profile.
The prototype is currently fabricated out of rapid prototyped components and controlled by a National Instrument real-time system using FPGA interface components. The elaborate hardware was implemented to ensure that the desired haptic 1kHz sampling rate was achieved even with all the necessary calculations performed during each iteration. If this proves to be too computationally burdensome in the future, with the inclusion of more HHUI fingers, the calculations will be divided into an outer loop (kinematic calculations) and inner loop (control calculations). Implementers of this technique have reported that the outer loop can run 5-10 times slower than the inner loop, with little sacrifice in performance [19] .
IV. FORCE CONTROL
The developed force controller will appropriately utilize the general n-link manipulator dynamic equation as shown in equation (2) . In equation (2) ( ) θ M is the inertia matrix,
is the Coriolis and centripetal torques, ( )
is the friction (coulomb, viscous, etc.) related torques, θ G is the gravitational related torques, and τ is the control torque.
The force control system candidates considered for this system included the Nonlinear Proportional Derivative NPD technique [20] , computed torque [21] , and explicit force controllers [2] [7] [8] . These systems were generally developed to control a manipulator's downward force on a fixed surface which employs certain simplifications compared to the device presented in this research where force will be controlled in all three directions during free translation and interaction. Of these techniques, explicit force control was implemented at this juncture in the research.
The explicit force controller used for the admittance-type HIROIII device [2] utilizes gravitational compensation and active damping in their force PI control algorithm, but the author cannot locate the controller gains used by the device or if the means for selecting these gains have a model related basis.
The explicit force controller implemented by [7] utilizes a model based root locus approach in its comparison of various forms of conventional position, integral, and derivative force controllers. In order to achieve this end, the controller also utilizes active gravitational compensation as well as friction, Coriolis, and centripetal compensation in the development of its robotic arm model thus leaving the inertial terms for the controller gains to accommodate.
Reference [7] also implemented active damping in the design as it provided a stabilizing effect and took advantage of some simplifications available due to its application on a fixed surface rather than a moving point. The results of the study showed that integral control generated the most effective performance.
The explicit force controller utilized in [8] also included the inertial term in addition to the terms compensated for by [7] and thus approximately compensating for all of the haptic device's dynamic effects, leaving control of just the force of interest. Issues associated with inappropriate approximations arise from this technique but appeared to be adequately compensated for by the integral term in its force PI controller.
This research implemented a proportional with feed forward force controller and gravity/friction compensation.
The compensated friction term ( ( )
) was a combination of coulomb and viscous friction values extracted from the motor behavior as functions of the angular velocity [22] . The controller gains were selected to achieve the appropriate free motion bandwidth and virtual surface interaction performance without instability as described in the experiment section. The inertial and Coriolis/centripetal terms were not accounted for because the accelerations and velocities experienced during the manipulation task were not significant and it was assumed that the interaction force with the surface would dominate these influences thus making them negligible. A more elegant consideration of these effects will be made in the next iteration of this research's controller. However, in this study both the (L) and (NL) profiles will be subjected to the same circumstances thus supporting the validity of this study's comparison.
A. Control System Algorithm
The control law currently employed in this system is shown in equation (3) with the term presented in (4) where is the measured sensor force and are the linear and non-linear force profile correlations discussed above and presented in (5) - (8) . The linear profile is expressed by (5) while the R1, transition from R1 to R2, and R2 segments of the nonlinear profile are expressed in (6) - (8) respectively where is the calculated virtual or measured slave robot 
V. EXPERIMENT/RESULTS
This study implemented three experiments: one to select the system gains based on apparent device transparency via a finger tapping test (Figure 3) , the second will analyze the performance difference between the two profiles given a manipulation-like task of matching a circle pattern on a surface (Figure 4) , and the third is a grasping-type task on a collapsible cup model ( Figure 5 ). At this point in the research only one subject has been utilized in the above experiments but multiple repetitions of the same experiments were required in order to achieve desirable statistical data and distributions.
A. Transparency Study
The transparency study consisted of the user performing 11 taps of sufficient displacement in the x, y, and z directions, independently. For each direction the proportional gain was increased from 1 to 100 in steps of 10 and the response time to complete the task was recorded.
The experiment was performed by first implementing the (L) profile then the (NL) profile. The tapping action is commonly used in finger research as it assesses motor speed and control [23] .
The resulting gain/time graphs for the 6 experiments are shown in Figure 3 . This figure shows that all the time histories level out at a gain around 30 despite their correspondence to the L or NL profile. The resulting time values were also commensurate with the time required to complete the same task without being attached to the device. Therefore, a proportional gain of 30 was used in the following manipulation experiment.
B. Manipulation Study
The manipulation study consisted of the user attempting to match a circular pattern on a virtual surface with their fingertip for five complete rotations while also attempting to avoid the application of a virtual downward force in excess of 8N. The 8N threshold was selected because it is near the middle of the finger's manipulation region at 16% of the finger's MVF and introduces a level of delicateness to the experiment.
The task was simulated with a black circle to represent the target path and a colored dot to represent the fingertip with the dot's color representing the state of the normal force applied (blue -zero force and no surface contact, green -force applied in a target range, red -force exceeding the target range). The experiment was performed by each profile three times on three frictionless virtual surfaces of different stiffness's (1000N/m, 750N/m, and 500N/m) resulting in 9 tests per profile. In order to reduce the computational data storage during the experiment, which resulted in undesired time delays, equations (10) and (11) were reduced to the iterative forms in (12) - (15) to calculate the average and standard deviation of the position error and force values at the current iteration (N) given the current error/force value ( ), sum of the error/force ( ), and sum of the error/force squared ( ) from the previous iteration. The results from the experiment are embodied in Table I and Table II . Table I shows that the finger's ability to follow the circle for each given stiffness was relatively consistent. This is shown in that the average radius values in combination with their associated standard deviation exhibit significant overlap. However, such consistency was not exhibited with regard to the applied downward force. In fact the L profile executed forces that were 50-60% larger than that of the NL profile for each stiffness and exceeded the 8N threshold 3 times as much as that of the NL profile. The user also reported significantly less concentration needed to execute the task with the NL profile than with the L profile.
Had equivalent concentration been executed for both profiles the force standard deviations would most likely have exhibited a similar trend as that of the corresponding average applied forces.
However, because the force standard deviations are consistent testifies that the user did not monitor force variations as stringently when implementing the NL profile versus the L profile and was still able to produce better performance.
C. Grasping Study
The grasping study presented in this paper is consistent in setup and parameter as that performed in [14] using the Novint Falcon impedance-type haptic device. The grasp task consists of a simulation of a finger holding a plastic cup as it is filled with fluid. Although this grasp requires the thumb and palm in addition to the finger to hold the plastic cup, only the finger will be modeled here assuming that the other two constraints are displaced equally around the cup and act identically to that of the finger. The first factor that varies during the process of holding the cup stable while being filled includes the ability to sense the increase in weight. The hand grasp force must increase to retain the increasing weight but must also be aware of the fragile nature of the plastic cup which may collapse if held too firm. The second factor that varies is the stiffness of the cup due to the increasing pressure of the water against the walls. The equation used to generate the stiffness profile for quantifying these factors is presented in (15) , (16) , and (17) .
In equation (15) the b variable controls the width of the region between initial contact and cup collapse. The influence of the b variable is that larger values provide the user with more available displacement and force range that they can work with to remain in the target region and thus also reduces the sensitivity to slight changes. The k variable controls the height of the compliance profile to match the minimum calculated force threshold (F wmax ) where the cup would slip through the user's fingers. The simulation provided a small vibration feedback to the user if the F wmax threshold was approached.
Each experiment was designed to last 10 seconds from initial virtual contact as the weight of the cup was linearly increased from 0 to an end target force (35N). The 35N value was calculated by multiplying the maximum desired normal force times (50N) the coefficient of friction (0.7). The maximum desired normal virtual force was selected such that they would transcend the entire horizontal axis of the force profiles embodied in Figure 1 and convert them into the corresponding desired user force. Each experiment would consist of five repetitions with the (L) profile and an equal number of repetitions with the (NL) profile. The user was asked to close their eyes during the experiment such that any visual feedback would be eliminated thus isolating the force feedback response.
Representative resulting profiles for the L and NL profiles are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 where the upper smooth line represents the maximum force the cup's compliance would allow the user to apply and the lower smooth line represents the minimum force that user is able to apply prior to cup slip. A vibration was added to the signal if the user dropped below the minimum force to communicate this behavior to the blinded user. As shown in the figures the general trend of the experiment was that the NL profile was slightly less erratic during initial contact and generally was better able to sense the force feedback needed to control the cup without slippage throughout the entire profile.
Quantitative values associated with the grasp study are contained in Table III . The results indicate how well the user stayed above the minimum force line associated with cup slip and generally were within the minimum and maximum force limits. By staying within these boundaries indicates how well the user retained control of the virtual cup for Region 1 (R1), the transition between Region 1 and 2 (R12), and Region 2 (R2). The first parameter for each region was calculated by determining what percentage of the time the user fell below the threshold. The second parameter for each region was initially going to be calculated by determining the average force error between the applied force and the midline force (taken as the average of the maximum and minimum curves). However, because the curves are so dramatically different it was decided that describing this as a percentage would be most applicable in order to adequately compare the two results (e.g. -50% corresponds to the average applied force lying half way between the midline and the minimum force curve). The results of Table III indicate that for R1 and R12 both profiles performed approximately the same and although in R2 the NL profile did not drop below the force limit as much as the L profile it is not to a very dramatic degree. Thus it can be said that the NL profile performed just as well as that of the L profile with respect to the grasping task experiment shown here even though its reduced sensitivity provided in R2 further demonstrating the hand's resiliency to varying degrees of force changes once force closure is achieved.
Additionally, the subject did report slightly more fatigue after performing the NL experiments than the L experiments. However, the subject also reported that the NL profile required less concentration during the task than the L profile.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This study has demonstrated that a force profile that appropriately complements the human hand's resiliency provides significant performance improvements over the conventional linear force profile when applied to a haptic finger user interface for BOTH manipulation and grasping tasks. Although the results are specific to a haptic finger the force profile correlation technique has significant potential in enhancing the transparency between humans and machines by emphasizing/correlating human physical/mental intuition factors with a device's mechatronic features.
As a consequence, user performance with such devices can be greatly enhanced while size can be reduced.
Particular to this study, it was demonstrated that the developed device has sufficient bandwidth to offer the user transparent free motion operation given gains greater than 30. The manipulation study showed that both profiles produce commensurate circle following performance but the NL profile demonstrated superior downward force management capabilities during the operation.
The grasp study demonstrated that the NL profile provided slightly better performance than the L profile which is an acceptable outcome considering that our hypothesis that the finger is more resilient to force variations during grasping task and the reduced sensitivity provided by the NL in R2 does not adversely impact performance.
Future work will consist of implementing a more elegant gain/stability analysis in the development of a force controller using an adaptive root locus gain selection strategy or nonlinear control strategy to enhance controller performance in the presence of the nonlinear force profile relationship. The primary challenge in the proposed controller is not that there is nonlinearity in the system but that the nonlinearity occurs in the force error term which is not a convention formulation and opens up novel research areas. Additionally, the nonlinear profile may be suitably modified to account for the reported fatigue phenomena, and a more mathematical means of generating the force profile for each individual user to enhance intuition may be developed.
A more advanced friction compensation scheme is also intended to enhance some of the observed behaviors of the mechanisms. The research will account for additional variables such as torque in addition to the current velocity input. 
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